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ABSTRACT 
 
Introduction. Sotolol is an antyarrhythmic drug, non-selecting beta bloker without intrinsing 
sympatomimethyc action. It acts with prolongation of lenght of cardiac action potential. It is usefful in 
treatment of supraventricular arrhythmias, atrial flluter/fibrilation and refracter life-treathening arrhythmias. 
Aim. The aim of the study is evaluation of our expirience of oral Sotolol in pediatric population. 
 
Material and methods. We describe a retrospective study of 10 patients with demografic characteristics, 
type of arrhythmias, presence or absence of cardiac disease, efectiveness of the drug and its side 
effect.The used methods were: anamnestic data, physical examination, 12 channells standrad 
electrocardiogram, echocardiogram, Holter 24 on ECG monitoring. 
 
Results. We evaluated 10 patients aged from 2-12 ( mean 7,4 +/- 1,3) years, 3 of them were boys and 7 
girls. The average doses of given drug was mean 3,2 mg/kg/24h ( raenged from 1-6mg/kg/24 h). It was 
given in 5/10 pts with WPW syndrom, 1/10 with supraventricular atrial tachycardia, 1/10 ventricular 
tachycardia and 1/10 with refractered premature ventricular contraction. Eight of pts were without cardiac 
malformation, one with congenital heart disease and one with cardiomyopathia. Three of ten pts had 
recurrent epiodes of SVPT wich were threated with another i.v. antiarrhythmic drug and than continued 
with a oral Sotolol for long time period. The rest of the pts had a very good answer of the therapy and they 
were followed for the period of mean 6,7 years (1-14 y). 
Conclusion. Sotolol as a beta bloker drug is very efective and safer drug in the treatment of diferent 
arrhythmias in the childhood. Using it , the time of treatman with radiofrecquent ablation is prolonged until 
adolescent/adults period. The children had normal physical activity 
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